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The great flight
The adventure of the ant Lucrezia
Wanda and the little bee
The stolen rainbow
The fearful Joshua bean
Rac and the spell of the solstice
The naked turtle
Thobias the cricket in love
The brave dancer leaf
In baby steps
The journey of Fedora the cloud
The North Star
Tim Poplarine
All Saints' Night

In the modern collective imagination, fairy tales are
stories for children to make them fall asleep,
entertain them, amuse them.
Not finding ourselves in agreement with this vision,
we have studied the classic fairy tales and on the
basis of the extraordinary discoveries that have
arisen from this study, we have engaged in writing
new fairy tales that had within the Power of the
ancient ones.
Thus, the Incantasogni’s catalog was born.
Some believe our fairy tales need explanation.
We have verified their effect and we know that they
are transversal fairy tales, capable of reaching old
and kids, without distinction or difficulty.
The advice we offer, the fruit of experience, is to
read allowing them to tell the images they hold.
When this happens, fairy tales open the doors to an
extraordinary world.
To each, their own.
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“Fairy tales are more than true
not because they tell us
dragons exist,
but because they tell us
dragons can be beaten”
Gilbert Keith Chesterton
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Tim Poplarine
The puffs of smoke rose to the starry sky.
Tim sat down in front of the fire, lit his pipe

and started taking long puffs.
It was a beautiful summer night and as he used
to do, he waited for the last latecomers to

arrive before starting the story.
Of course! Tim had been a great traveler, and
he had gone further than many could imagine.
So, now that his long legs no longer had the
strength they once had, he traveled with his

mind, narrating what he had seen and heard,
to anyone who wanted to hear ...
Tim took another shot on his pipe before
starting to tell in a quiet voice.
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“I was just a young man, tall and thin.

I had a great desire to travel and visit unknown
places, but I had neither money nor a means to
get away from the small town.
One morning, like many others, while I was

dreaming lying on a lawn, I saw some women
hurrying along the gravel road.

Not that it was strange, but it was rare for a

large group of women to walk so briskly in the
middle of the morning.
I raised my head and sat up.
-Hey! Where do you go so fast? -

The women looked at me without paying

attention and without slowing their pace.
This struck me as unusual; I had known them

all since he was little, so I wondered what was
so urgent that I couldn't even answer.
I got to my feet, took a few steps and
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screamed louder.

-Hey! Can you know why you are in such a
hurry? -

One of the women turned and answered me
without slowing down.
-Follow us, if you want to find out! That answer made my curiosity explode.
I didn't make me repeat it!

I put my long legs over my shoulder and
followed the group.
I walked keeping a certain distance for about
an hour, until we reached a clearing full of

people.
The women mingled among all those people

who were grouped around a wooden cart with
large wheels.
I had never seen such an old wagon.
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The wood was gray from the sun and rain, on

the sides there were small openings and on the
back, a discolored curtain served as a door
hiding the interior.
Around the wagon crowded women, men and

even children, but near the ladder that went
up to the tent, the messy group took the form
of a small line.

Were they waiting for their turn? But for what?
I wanted to find out, so I slipped among the
chattering people.

-Everything he said about my third child has
come true-, a woman said aloud, -even he
would have been kicked by a mule! -I wish I had come first! -, replied another.

But no one said exactly why he was there.
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It was the turn of a man who, before

disappearing inside, took off his hat and the
people looking at him exclaimed in chorus: -

Ohhhhh! -, as if they had seen something truly
extraordinary.
-With such a fold ... who knows what he will
say! - said the usual woman.

And then, with all the naturalness of the world,
I pretended to know exactly what it was and
replied: -Ah, that man will certainly have a bad
quarter of an hour! "Oh yeah!" She said.

She was the right gossip! I gave her twine while
chatting to find out what was going on.
The woman told me facts and anecdotes

about this and that, but without clearly telling
me what I wanted to know.
In the meantime, stunned by that river of
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words, I didn't realize that I had entered the
line and had now reached the foot of the
ladder.

-Come on, son, everything will be fine! After making everyone believe I knew exactly

why I was there, I certainly couldn't hold back.
So, I began to climb the three steps to find
myself in front of the faded tent ”.
Tim stopped for a moment.

The firelight made a nice glow.
There were many people listening to the story;
the first of that season.

"So?" someone in the second row asked.
Tim drew from his pipe, blew a large cloud of
smoke and started again.

“As I pulled the curtain aside carefully, I saw
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an old woman sitting on a straw chair.

He had a low stool in front of him.
She motioned for me to sit with her back to
her.

Then, without saying a word, he began to
touch my head.
He raised a lock of hair, moved a tuft, raised
another and then said: -So? What do you
want?-How do I want? - I said.

-You are curious, of course, but you are not

here, like the others; they know well what they
want from me-.

I turned and the old woman's gaze nailed me to
the stool.
I opened my mouth and remained silent.
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-Then? What do we want to do? -, she said ".
Tim drew his pipe again, sat down on the grass
and smiled.
"I was stiff and firm as a cod! And I stayed

there until she shook me.
-You look like a poplar! Tall and dry! But you

don't have the full strength of poplar! Rather,

of a poplar! -What does that mean? -, I said, point in pride.
-But do you really believe that I have grown
old without having seen anything? And do you
know how many young men with dreams in

their heads I have met? But their dreams let
them go because it takes courage to allow a
dream to change your life! -So… isn't it true that… my destiny is to
travel? "- I asked at the end.
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-Ah, you see that you know what you want
from me! The heart had sped up.

What if he said they were just fantasies?
-What is written in the hair? -, I asked with

trepidation.
The old woman didn't answer me. He smiled
softly.

-Don't be like the others! - he said in a low
voice.

-You can make dreams come true, you have
that strength-.

-But what if fate in your hair says something
else? - I asked frightened.
-Do you know that hair changes a thousand
times before you are old? -But they always grow in the same place-, I
said.
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-Sometimes they don't grow back and

sometimes new ones arrive- said the old
woman.

-So you don't really want to tell me what the
hair says? -No, not you ".
Tim fell silent.

The fire had burned to embers.
There was silence.

Until the curious voice of a boy broke the
spell.

"And then ... did you or didn't you know what
the hair said?".
Tim took a long drag, looked up at the sky

and said: "No, I didn't know, but I followed the
old woman's advice."
"What advice?" urged the boy.
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Tim thought for a moment of when he was

young and impatient.
Then, he looked at the fire, sighed and said,

"From then on I did everything I wanted them
to say."
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